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Abstract – Values of Manning’s roughness may be 
known by engineers familiar with the sewer system. 
Otherwise, they may be estimated from tables in many 
engineering references (e.g., Chow, 1959; ASCE-WPCF, 
1969) as a function of the construction material and 
sewer conditions. The value may be adjusted to account 
for losses not considered in the routing procedure (e.g., 
head losses in manholes or other structures, roots, 
obstructions). However, the flow routing is relatively 
insensitive to small changes in Manning’s n [17].  
Head loss at manhole structures depends on many 
factors such as manhole dimensions, number of inverts 
and outlets, discharge rate and invert and outlet level 
and should be definitely considered in sewer network 
calculations. There are some recommendation for 
taking these kind of head losses into accounts [3,12]. 
But, how much increase in the roughness coefficient 
should be considered to cover manhole’s head losses as 
well. There are different methods for local head loss 
calculation in manhole structures.  
In this research, 4 different networks have been 
investigated (using SewerCAD software) which 2 of 
them belong to secondary and main sewer network of a 
steep area in Tabriz city and the other 2 belong to 
secondary and main sewer network of a mild slope area 
in Eghbalieh city.  
The final recommendations are 2% increase in 
manning coefficient for simple networks with less 
junctions to 5% increase in manning coefficient in more 
complicated networks with lots of junctions and slope 
variations.  
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1. Introduction 

Head losses in sewer pipelines are consisted of two main 

losses [2]: 1- Pipeline head losses: The hydraulic pipeline 

roughness or the flow coefficient allows for head losses 

due to pipe material, discontinuities at the joints and slime 

growth on the pipe surface below the water level, and 2- 

Local head losses: Head losses, in addition to Pipeline head 

losses, occur at junctions, changes of cross-section, 

manholes, bends and other fittings. If direct calculations 

are to be made, the following equation shall be used:  

  
Where 
hL is the local head loss, expressed in meters (m); 
k is the head loss coefficient dimensionless (Table 1); 
V is the velocity of the liquid, expressed in meters per 
second (m/s); 
g is the gravitational constant, expressed in meters per 
second squared (m/s) 
 

The local head loss coefficient can be extracted from tables 

and graphs in related references such as table 1 [2, 5, 8, 

11].  

Table -1: Local head loss coefficient based on manhole 
condition [2] 

Plan shape of 

manhole 

Type of manhole 

Straight 

through 

30ºbend 60 º bend 

Rectangular  0.1 0.4 0.85 

Circular  0.15 0.5 0.95 

 

In some cases that water-surface elevation at manholes is 

important, it is recommended to calculate head loss 

coefficient of K based on energy method or composite 

energy loss method formulation [2,5,6,7,9,13,14,15,16].  

K=K0CDCdCQCPCB 

Where K0 is initial head loss coefficient based on the 

relative size of the structure, CD is the correction factor for 

the pipe diameter, Cd is the correction factor for flow 

depth, CQ is the correction factor for relative flow, CP is the 

correction factor for plunging flow and CB is correction 

factor for benching which all of them are calculable from 

equations in mentioned references. Hec22 energy method 

used in sewer cad software use the energy method for 

local head loss calculation in manholes. There is also 

another method of local head loss calculation used in 

sewer cad program called AASHTO. The AASHTO method 

for structure head loss is based on power-loss 

methodologies. This method can be summarized by the 

following equation [1]:  
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Where hs is structure head loss (m), hc is contraction loss 

(m), hb is bend loss (m), he is expansion loss (m), Cn is 

correction factor for non-piped flow (unitless) and Cs is 

correction factor for shaping (unitless).  

Commoner locations of special head losses are manholes, 

curves, changes in sewer size, and junction of two or more 

sewers. Some engineers include allowance for the 

commoner losses by the use of the coefficient n [4]. And 

based on this idea there are two main methods for 

calculating total head losses: 1- adding local losses to the 

pipeline losses 2- accounting for local head losses by 

assuming a higher value of hydraulic pipeline roughness in 

the calculation of pipeline head loss [2]. This research is 

trying to answer the question of how much increase in the 

pipeline roughness coefficient would be enough in regard 

to considering local head losses at manhole structures.  

2. Materials and Methods  
 
To investigate how much increase in pipeline roughness 

coefficient is equal to the summation of manhole head 

losses and pipeline head losses, four pilot network has 

been hydraulically modelled in sewer cad software. As 

head loss may differ depending on main and secondary 

network or the slope of the network, Eghbalie city (Qazvin 

province) main and secondary network with mild slope 

and Tabriz city (East Azarbaijan province) main and 

secondary network which are steep has been selected for 

hydraulic modeling. The procedure is firstly calculation of 

pipeline head loss coefficient (hf) based on the equation 

below:  

 
Where:  
n: manning coefficient of the pipeline (considered 0.011) 
v: average velocity in each pipeline (m/s) 
L: pipeline length (m)  
R: Hydraulic radius of flow in each pipeline (1/4*(1-

sinѲ/Ѳ)*D)  

The summation of pipeline head loss for all pipelines has 
been calculate and the outcome is in table 2 to 5 for each 
network.  
Secondly, the local head loss related to each one of the 
manholes has been calculated with using the local head 
loss equation (hL ). K (local head loss coefficient) has been 
calculated for each manhole by three different method of 

1- using tables and graphs 2- HEC 22 energy method and 
3- AASHTO method in Sewer CAD software and by 
multiplying that into velocity head (V2/2g), the local head 
loss of each manhole has revealed. It is noticeable that in 
HEC energy method, four different benching situation of 
flat, half, full and depressed has been considered and also 
in AASHTO method the situation of none pipe flow and full 
pipe flow both has been considered. At the end, the sum of 
local head loss for each method calculated is represented 
in table 2 to table 4 for all four different networks. Thirdly, 
total head loss is the sum of pipeline head loss and local 
head loss for each different method. And finally by 
dividing the total head loss (consisting of the pipeline and 
manhole head loss) into the sum of v2L/R4/3, the square 
root of the result would be the equivalent manning 
coefficient. In compare to the first chosen manning 
coefficient of 0.011, the increased percentage of manning 
coefficient has been represented in the last row of the 
table 2 to table 5. 
 

2.1 Tabriz city secondary sewer network model 

Secondary network model with steep slope is consisted of 
2925 meter pipeline of 200 and 315 millimeters and 100 
manhole structures (Fig 1). The sum of 2925 meter 
pipeline head loss for the secondary network of Tabriz city 
with considering Ѳ between each two pipeline and 
calculating the hydraulic radius for each one is equal to 
344.88 (m) and without considering manning coefficient 
(n2) in the head loss equation, the sum of v2L/R4/3 is equal 
to 2850246 (m5/3/s2). The summary of outputs for 
equivalent roughness coefficient calculation has revealed 
in table 2.  
 
Table -2: Total head loss including pipeline head loss and 
manhole head loss of the secondary network of Tabriz city 

Total 

pipeline 

head loss 

(m) 

Total manhole head loss (m) 

Table 

or 

graph 

HEC 22 energy method AASHTO 

method 

Flat half full depres

sed 

None Full 

344.9 2.57 0.35

6 
0.05 0.03 0.357 1.55 0.84 

Total 

head loss 
347.4 345.

2 

344.

9 

344.

9 
345.2 346.4 345.7 

ne 0.011

04 

0.01

100

6 

0.01

10 

0.01

1 

0.0110

1 

0.011

03 

0.011

01 

(%) 0.37 0.05

2 

0.00

8 

0.00

4 

0.052 0.225 0.122 
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Fig-1: Tabriz city 2925 meter secondary network model 

2.2 Tabriz city main sewer network model 

Main network model with steep slope is consisted of 4149 
meter pipeline of 200, 315, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 
millimeters and 95 manhole structures (Fig 2). The sum of 
4149 pipeline head loss for the main network of Tabriz 
city with considering Ѳ between each two pipeline and 
calculating the hydraulic radius for each one is equal to 74 
(m) and without considering manning coefficient (n2) in 
the head loss equation, the sum of v2L/R4/3 is equal to 
612172 (m5/3/s2). The summary of outputs for equivalent 
roughness coefficient calculation has revealed in table 3.  
 
Table 3: Total head loss including pipeline head loss and 
manhole head loss of the main network of Tabriz city 

Total 

pipeline 

head loss 

(m) 

Total manhole head loss (m) 

Table 

or 

graph 

HEC 22 energy method AASHTO method 

half full depres

sed 

None Full 

74.07 3.752 0.261 0.122 1.728 4.886 2.734 

Total 

head loss 

77.82 74.33 74.19 75.80 78.96 76.80 

ne 0.011

28 

0.01102 0.0110

1 

0.0111

3 

0.0113

6 

0.0112 

(%) 2.50 0.176 0.082 1.160 3.25 1.83 

 

 
Fig-2: Tabriz city 4149 meter main network model 
 

2.3 Eghbalieh city secondary sewer network 

model 

Secondary network model with mild slope is consisted of 
1771 meter of 200 millimeters pipeline and 64 manhole 
structures (Fig 3). The sum of 1771 meter pipeline head 
loss for the secondary network of Eghbalieh city with 
considering Ѳ between each two pipeline and calculating 
the hydraulic radius for each one is equal to 9.96 (m) and 
without considering manning coefficient (n2) in the head 
loss equation, the sum of v2L/R4/3 is equal to 82296 
(m5/3/s2). The summary of outputs for equivalent 
roughness coefficient calculation has revealed in table 4.  
 
Table 4: Total head loss including pipeline head loss and 
manhole head loss of the secondary network of Eghbalieh 
city 

Total 

pipeline 

head loss 

(m) 

Total manhole head loss (m) 

Table 

or 

graph 

HEC 22 energy method AASHTO 

method 

Flat half full depres

sed 

None Full 

9.96 0.58 0.05

9 

0.00

9 

0.0

03 
0.0586 0.313 0.167 

Total head 

loss 

10.54 10.0

16 

9.96

70 

9.9

611 

10.016 10.27

1 

10.12

4 

ne 0.011

315 

0.01

103 

0.01

101 

0.0

110 

0.0110

3 

0.011

17 

0.011

09 

(%) 2.865 0.29

4 

0.04

6 

0.0

17 

0.294 1.560 0.833 

 

Pipe (D= 200 mm) 

Pipe (D= 315 mm) 

Pipe (D= 400 mm) 

Pipe (D= 500 mm) 

Pipe (D= 600 mm) 

Pipe (D= 700 mm) 

Pipe (D= 800 mm) 

Manhole number 

Outlet 

Pipe (D= 200 mm) 

Pipe (D= 315 mm) 

Manhole number 

Outlet 

N 

N 
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Fig-3:  Eghbalieh city 1771 meter secondary network 
model 

 
 

2.4 Eghbalieh city main sewer network model 

Main network model with mild slope is consisted of 2599 
meter pipeline of 200,250, 315, 400, 500 and 600 
millimeters and 52 manhole structures (Fig 4). The sum of 
2599 meter pipeline head loss for the main network of 
Eghbalieh city with considering Ѳ between each two 
pipeline and calculating the hydraulic radius for each one 
is equal to 8.73 (m) and without considering manning 
coefficient (n2) in the head loss equation, the sum of 
v2L/R4/3 is equal to 72187 (m5/3/s2). The summary of 
outputs for equivalent roughness coefficient calculation 
has revealed in table 5.  

 
 
Table 5: Total head loss including pipeline head loss and 
manhole head loss of the main network of Eghbalieh city 

Total 

pipeline 

head 

loss (m) 

Total manhole head loss (m) 

Table 

or 

graph 

HEC 22 energy method AASHTO 

method 

Flat half full depress

ed 
None Full 

8.73 0.985 0.22 0.03

4 
0.016 0.2254 1.169 0.73 

Total 

head 

loss 

9.72 
8.95

46 

8.76

89 

8.750

7 
8.9599 

9.903

7 

9.464

5 

ne 0.011

6 

0.01

114 

0.01

102 

0.011

01 

0.0111

4 

0.011

71 

0.011

45 

(%) 5.485 1.25 0.19

6 

0.092 1.282 6.482 4.094 

 

 
Fig4: Eghbalieh city 2599 meter main network model 
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3. Discussion  
 
As the results show the increased percentage of manning 

coefficient regarding to manhole local head losses is 

different in main and secondary networks and it is also 

different by using different methods of calculation. 

Considering the wrong lower number may lead to capacity 

deficit and may result in pipeline clogging. So in this case 

the largest amount of percentage has been selected by 

hatching the cell in grey color. Which is less than 1 percent 

in secondary network of Tabriz city in compare to almost 

3.5 percent of main network and almost 3 percent in 

secondary network of Eghbalieh city in compare to 5.5 

percent of main network.  

4. Conclusion  

In sewer pipeline designing there are two main head 

losses that should be considered in energy gradient 

calculation: one of them is the pipe line head loss which is 

the result of pipeline roughness depending on its material, 

and the other one is local head losses which are related to 

local changes in sewer pipeline such as manhole 

structures, junctions or any other fittings. In some cases 

that hydraulic structure design in manholes is the main 

issue of the project, the local head loss at manholes should 

be precisely calculated while in other cases, local head 

losses can be considered just by increasing the pipeline 

roughness coefficient. Based on the outcome of this 

research the 2 percent is recommended for small 

secondary networks with little manholes while it is 

recommended to add 5 percent to the pipeline roughness 

coefficient in more complicated main networks with lots 

of manhole structures.  

Moreover, depending on the designer’s opinion, where 

local losses are considered negligible (e.g. networks with 

catchments around 300 ha), it is recommended to 

consider a minimum allowable drop between inlet and 

outlet of the manhole to avoid backwater. Drop allowance 

depending on velocity and flow direction changes is 

recommended between 3 cm for 45degree flow direction 

and 6 cm for 90degree flow direction [14].  
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